
Year Group: 3 
Date: Thursday 2nd July 
 

Subject Lesson focus/objective 
(I can….) 

Activity and/or instructions  

Reading I can answer retrieval 
questions. 

1. Check your answers to Wednesday’s lesson. 
2. Read the text Stone Trolls to an adult. 
3. Now read the text to yourself, 
4. Then answer the questions. Remember all the answers can be found in 

the text! 

Mathematics 
(including 
times tables) 

I can subtract using the 
expanded columnar method. 

1. Spot the mistake Jack has made using the expanded columnar method. 
2. Use the expanded columnar method to build the problem, write a 

sensible word problem and then explain it. 
3. Now solve the word problems involving subtraction. 
4. Finally have go at the missing number problems. 

English I can use and identify 
coordinating conjunctions. 

1. Read the definition of a conjunction and examples of different 
conjunctions 

2. Next pick the best conjunctions for the sentences. 
3. You’re going to look at the question again-Should the man move to a new 

house?  
4. This time you’re going to use co-ordinating conjunctions to help you to 

express points of view- for and against. Use the example sentence starters 
to help you. 

PE I can compete in the Enfield 
Virtual Olympics. 

This week marks the beginning of the Enfield Virtual Olympics!  
1. Look at POW Virtual Summer Olympics Presentation. 
2. Choose your events from Virtual Summer Olympics Pupil Events 
3. Use POW Summer Olympics pupil Results Card to record your results 
4. Don’t forget to send your results to your teacher. 



Fun corner   Try  to make some simple origami. 
 

 
Reading: 
Please read daily and complete your reading record. You can access Accelerated Reader clicking here and putting in your user 
name and password:  https://ukhosted2.renlearn.co.uk/1894742/ 

You may find that some of your books at home are also on Accelerated Reader, so re-read them and give the quiz a go. 
 

https://ukhosted2.renlearn.co.uk/1894742/

